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hank you for choosing the Leadership With Latoya Instructional Leadership Mini-Workbook. This

workbook is designed to help instructional leaders organize time, talent, resources and strategies for better
outcomes. The workbook is best used in conjunction with listening to the #LeadershipWithLatoya podcast.
Many of the tools included have been discussed on the podcast. Further, Mike and I give real life examples of
how we used each tool to help us grow and improve as instructional leaders.
It’s important to remember that no tool is perfect. Some of these tools may work great for you. Others may not
work quite as well. Find what works for you and use it to help you grow as a leader. Secondly, remember these
are tools and the tools alone won’t help you grow and improve as an instructional leader. Nothing is more
important than the action that accompanies your use of each tool. Simply put, the tools are available to help you
structure your time, resources, and organize your ideas and thoughts. You must put the action needed to
execute what you’ve planned with the tool. That’s how you get the most out of what is here.
Finally, we want to hear your feedback! If any of these tools work for you exceptionally well or if there’s a tool
you need that we have yet to create, email us at leadershipwithlatoya@gmail.com. Let us hear from you as our
mission at Leadership With Latoya is simple: We’re on a mission to create community for leaders everywhere!
Our goal is to connect, inspire, and share with leaders all over this globe. If you haven’t joined our community of
practice for leaders, please do so! Visit https://latoyadixon5.com/join-leadership-with-latoya/ today! We’ll send
you a badge to put on all of your social media platforms to let others know you’re a part of one of the fastest
growing communities of practice for leaders on the GROW!

Go Forward and Do Well,

Latoya
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Tool 1: The Instructional Leadership Planner
What Is It?
This tool is designed to help instructional leaders focus and connect the organizational improvement plan to the practices they
focus on, the professional development they provide for members of the organization to sharpen their skills around the practice,
and the feedback they provide to help members continually improve their mastery of the focused practice. Using this template will
create as sense of coherence between organizational improvement goals and organizational practices.
When To Use:
Use this tool after you’ve conducted a thorough analysis of your organization’s performance by reviewing multiple sources of data,
both quantitative and qualitative. Make sure you’ve selected a few priorities to focus on to expedite improvement. Choosing to
many focused practices often results in no focus at all. We recommend three to five focused practices for a higher potential of
success. For novice leaders, three is likely best. For experienced leaders who have achieved some success in creating conditions for
improvement, five might be feasible. Remember when using this tool, less is more. It’s about creating a sense of alignment and
coherence that has a strong sense of quality.
Who Should Use It?
Leaders or teachers can use this tool as a way to intentionally improve practice. Leaders who use this tool are likely to find that it is
extremely helpful in keeping them on track and focused, in making sure that every thing they are communicating and citing as
important isn’t derailed by other items that often cause us to get off track. Using this tool will bring a sense of clarity to your staff
and provide them with transparency regarding your organizational focus.
Teachers who use this tool can use it as a way to self-reflect, spur self-improvement, and push themselves and their practice. For
optimal results, use this with a peer who can observe you in action and give you feedback. Otherwise take the opportunity to video
yourself and then provide reflective feedback based on your observation of yourself and your practice. Seek out purposeful
opportunities for professional development connected to those areas you hope to most improve instead of participating in
professional development that isn’t relevant or meaningful. This is how you get better on purpose!
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Instructional Leadership Planner
Sample Template
Focused Practices

Description of Practice

Professional Development

Information Sharing

List the names of the practices that
will serve as a central point of your
improvement plan and are aligned
with your improvement goals. We
recommend that instructional
leaders focus on three to five
practices.

Describe the practice and what it
looks like when implemented with
success.

Describe and schedule (list dates
and times) the professional
development you will provide to
teachers to support their
implementation of the practice.

Describe and schedule when you will
share information and data related to
your observations and observations
to monitor the implementation of the
practice.

Example:

Teachers should create a daily
objective(s) that highlights for
students what it is that should
know and be able to do by the end
of the lesson. The objective should:

Quarter 1
Professional Development Day,-PD
Day 1: September 2, 2019. 9:00
a.m.-11:30 a.m.
PD Day 2: October 7, 2019
9:00 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
1. Teachers will come together as
a whole staff to review and
reflect on research regarding
the design of an effective
learning objective. Teachers
will be asked to provide
evidence of the practice and to
work collaboratively to
develop ways they might
implement the practice in their
daily lessons.
2. At the end of the session,
administration will clearly
articulate what success in the
practice looks like and what
will be the look-fors during
walk-throughs.
3. Walk-Through windows or
time frames will be shared
with teachers.

Quarter 1
1. Data on the number or
percentage of observations in
which evidence of successful
implementation was present will
be shared with teachers on a triweekly basis.
2. Administrators will provide
clearly articulated, qualitative
examples of this practice when
implemented with success based
on their walkthroughs.
3. Data will be shared on the
following dates:
• September 23-staff meeting
• October 14-staff meeting
• November 3-staff meeting

Clear Daily Objective

1.

2.

3.
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Be visible and referred to
throughout the lesson. This
will give you and your
student’s clarity for the
purpose of the lesson.
Answer the question “What is
it we want students to know
and learn?” Please note that an
objective is not an agenda for
the day. It states what the
students should learn by the
end of class.
Be articulated by students. In
other words, if an observer
asks a student what the
objective for the day is,
students should be able to
describe what they are
expected to learn that period.

Instructional Leadership Planner
Template
Focused Practices

Description of Practice

Professional Development

Information Sharing

List the names of the practices that
will serve as a central point of your
improvement plan and are aligned
with your improvement goals. We
recommend that instructional
leaders focus on three to five
practices.

Describe the practice and what it
looks like when implemented with
success.

Describe and schedule (list dates
and times) the professional
development you will provide to
teachers to support their
implementation of the practice.

Describe and schedule when you
will share information and data
related to your observations and
observations to monitor the
implementation of the practice.
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Instructional Leadership Planner
Observation Tool Sample Template
Focused Practices
Teachers should create a
daily objective(s) that
highlights for students what
it is that should know and
be able to do by the end of
the lesson. The objective
should:
1. Be visible and referred
to throughout the
lesson. This will give
you and your student’s
clarity for the purpose
of the lesson.
2. Answer the question
“What is it we want
students to know and
learn?” Please note that
an objective is not an
agenda for the day. It
states what the
students should learn
by the end of class.
3. Be articulated by
students. In other
words, if an observer
asks a student what the
objective for the day is,
students should be able
to describe what they
are expected to learn
that period.
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Teacher/Department Date/Time
to be Observed
Frame for
Observation

Administrator/Instructional Notes/Description
Leadership Responsible
of Feedback
Provided to
Teacher

English Language Arts

DIxon

Social Studies
Mathematics
Science

September 5September 20,
2019
September 5September 20,
2019
September 5September 20,
2019
September 5September 20,
2019

Waiksnis
Smith
German

Instructional Leadership Planner
Observation Tool Template
Focused Practices
Teachers should create a
daily objective(s) that
highlights for students what
it is that should know and
be able to do by the end of
the lesson. The objective
should:
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Teacher/Department Date/Time
to be Observed
Frame for
Observation

Administrator/Instructional Notes/Description
Leadership Responsible
of Feedback
Provided to
Teacher

Instructional Leadership Planner
Information Sharing Tool
Focused Practices
Teachers should create a
daily objective(s) that
highlights for students what
it is that should know and
be able to do by the end of
the lesson. The objective
should:
1. Be visible and referred
to throughout the
lesson. This will give
you and your student’s
clarity for the purpose
of the lesson.
2. Answer the question
“What is it we want
students to know and
learn?” Please note that
an objective is not an
agenda for the day. It
states what the
students should learn
by the end of class.
3. Be articulated by
students. In other
words, if an observer
asks a student what the
objective for the day is,
students should be able
to describe what they
are expected to learn
that period.

Subject Area or
Teacher Name

English Language Arts
Social Studies
Mathematics
Science
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Total Number of Total Number of
Observations
Observations
Conducted
Conducted in
which evidence
of successful
implementation
was present.

Success Percentage

Exemplars of
Success.
Provide clearly
articulated, qualitative
examples of this practice
when implemented with
success based on their
walkthroughs.

Tool 2: Professional Development Alignment and Coherence Tool
What Is It?
This tool is designed to help leaders connect data based improvement goals to professional development, procurement,
organization, and distribution of resources, and communication of the organization’s most important priorities. To use this tool the
leader should work with the team to develop improvement goals. Each goal should include a quantifiable measure, a date upon
which the goal is to be accomplished, and reflect the needs of the organization based on prior year or current data. Additonally this
tool can help instructional leaders make sure the resources they choose to procure are aligned with the goals they’ve set for
improvement and that the professional development provided to members of the organization is supportive of the goals that have
been set.
When To Use:
Use this tool after you’ve conducted a thorough analysis of your organization’s performance by reviewing multiple sources of data,
both quantitative and qualitative. Make sure you’ve selected a few priorities to focus on to expedite improvement. Choosing to
many focused practices often results in no focus at all. We recommend three to five focused practices for a higher potential of
success. For novice leaders, three is likely best. For experienced leaders who have achieved some success in creating conditions for
improvement, five might be feasible. Remember when using this tool, less is more. It’s about creating a sense of alignment and
coherence that has a strong sense of quality.
Who Should Use It?
This tool is designed to assist instructional leaders in making certain that the professional development being provided to staff
aligns with identified data driven improvement goals. By intentionally thinking about the coherence and alignment between the
school or district improvement goals and then deliberately planning professional development and selecting appropriate
resources to support those goals, we can improve our potential to impact student outcomes in a positive manner. Many
instructional leaders fail to communicate the staff’s progress toward implementing new practices. Instead, leaders should go
beyond simply setting goals by watching participants put them into practice, providing them with feedback, and communicating
the group’s progress toward mastery on a routine basis.
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Professional Development Alignment & Coherence Tool
Data Driven Improvement
Goals

Professional Development to
Support Improvement Goal
(Format, Cycle, Expected
Outcome, Monitoring Plan)
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Resources and Tools to
Support Professional
Development

Communication Plan to
Share Implementation
Progress
(Format, Frequency,
Celebration, Refinement,
Amendment)

Tool 3: The Differentiated Professional Development Toolkit
What Is It?
This tool is designed to give participants choice and voice in the professional development they experience. Using this tool to plan
for professional development helps to ensure that the training provided for members of the organization is useful, meaningful, and
relevant. In the most optimum of situations, participants leave the professional development with something they can use and put
into practice immediately because it’s practical, meaningful, and relevant!
When To Use:
Use this tool when you want to improve the fidelity of implementation of a particular practice. Again, this should be used after the
organization’s most pressing improvement goals have been determined. The idea is to align the personalized professional
development experiences provided to participants with the improvement goals, thereby accelerating improvement. By engaging
participants cognitively in their own development, you are more likely to see the practices happen beyond the training session!
Meets the individual needs of educators. This will not only support the professional growth needs of those you serve, but will
provide them with voice and choice increasing the likelihood that the practices translate to every day use in their work.
Who Should Use It?
Leaders, coaches, or teacher leaders can use this tool as a way to intentionally improve practice. Leaders who use this tool are
likely to find that it is extremely helpful in personalizing professional development in a way that results in a higher degree of
implementation fidelity. When used best, it is coupled with a survey or opportunity for participants to give feedback regarding
their professional development experience.
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The Differentiated Professional Development Toolkit
Why Differentiated Professional Development?
• Meets the individual needs of educators
• Models the personalized learning approach
• Makes professional learning relevant, meaningful, and purposeful
• Provides choice and supports professional growth
• Increases the potential of fidelity of implementation
10 Steps to Personalized Professional Development
1. Using multiple sources of data, identify the learning needs of students.
2. Develop a set of prioritized academic goals for your school, district, or classroom.
3. Survey staff members to identify which goal relates to their most pertinent professional growth need.
4. Identify evidence-based practices, strategies, and interventions to support the academic goals.
5. Acquire resources needed for acceptable implementation during and after the professional development experience.
6. Provide whole group, grade level, or content area group professional development to set the foundation for learning about
the identified evidence-based practices, strategies, or interventions.
7. Develop a plan for implementation and define successful implementation for each practice. Share the information with staff.
8. Design a process to provide feedback to practitioners after the professional development as they implement the practice.
9. Review the feedback from observations to identify key staff members who have demonstrated successful implementation of
the identified evidence-based practice, strategy, or intervention.
10. Develop a menu of professional development offerings for staff, using key staff members as facilitators.
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Pre- Professional Development Survey Matrix
Academic Goals

Instructional Practice
to be Implemented
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Self-Assessment-

Feedback Preference:

Rate your need for support
in implementing each
instructional practice.
3-Substanial Support
needed
2-Moderate Support
needed
1-Little to no additional
support needed

Which feedback method
would you prefer when
receiving information on
how well you are
implementing the
identified practice based
on classroom observation?
1-Written Feedback with
Pre and Post-Conferencing
2-Co-Teach (ModelObserve-ImplementFeedback)
3-Video Record/SelfCritique (Share Glows and
Grows with Coach)

Write YES if you would
be willing to serve as a
facilitator on how to
successfully implement
the instructional
practice implemented at
the next personalized
PD day.

Personalized Professional Development Menu
Academic Goals

Professional Development Topic
(Instructional Practice)

Facilitator

Professional Development Structure
Each session should follow this structure for best results:
1. Describe the practice as it is defined.
2. Provide examples, preferably visual (video, document, pictures) of the practice being done successfully. Accompany this
by describing the key elements of the practice. Ask the participants to describe the factors they notice that made the
practice successful.
3. Provide non-exemplars, preferably visual (video, document, pictures). Use obvious and not so obvious examples of the
practice being done in an unsuccessful manner. Accompany this by having participants identify what might be missing or
what makes the practice not successful. For a more spirited discussion, have participants determine which examples are
successful models and which are not.
4. Allow participants to reflect on their practices. Ask them to describe ways in which they are already implementing the
practice or might implement the practice. Use a T-I-P-S-R (Think-Ink(write)-Pair-Share-Revise) method for best results.
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Post- Professional Development Survey Matrix
Academic Goals

Instructional Practice
Implemented
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Self-Assessment-

Learning Reflection

Forward Planning

Rate how well you think
you can implement each
instructional practice.
3-Substanial Support
needed
2-Moderate Support
needed
1-Little to no additional
support needed

Describe what you learned
as a result of the
professional development
you participated in today.
List any lingering
questions or needed
clarification you might
have as well.

Describe when and how
you plan to implement
each practice. Set goals for
when you will begin
implementation of the
practice and how you will
implement it.

Tool 4: The Instructional Leadership Weekly Planner
What Is It?
This tool is designed to help leaders intentionally plan how they will spend their time. It is best used when leaders plan ahead; we
recommend a minimum of a week in advance. Leaders should write down who/what/how they plan to spend their time, placing
the most important priorities on the planner first and then filling in the remaining slots with routine items or opportunities for
reflection and organization. Remember this tool is only as good as the action attached to it. Once you plan it, it is on you to stick to
what you’ve planned.
When To Use:
Use this tool if you find yourself being busy but not productive. As leaders, it is so easy for us to be pulled away from the things
most important. If you find yourself not being able to get the things accomplished that you’ve deemed most important within the
time you have, we suggest looking at how you are spending your time by using this tool. Secondly, our recommendation is that you
print this out and carry it with you, checking off the items you get completed as you go. While electronic calendars are useful, the
actual act of seeing this and checking it off will likely result in you actually doing what you’ve planed to do. Print it or upload it to
your computer to type directly into it. Place it in your hand each day and watch your productivity skyrocket!
Who Should Use It?
Leaders, coaches, or teacher leaders can use this tool as a way to intentionally improve how you use your time and your level of
productivity. This tool is designed for anyone who wants to be more focused and deliberate and productive-not just busy. The daily
planner can help you break down the week on a day-by-day basis. We recommend using the weekly planner first and then using
the daily planner if you need to for a more detailed view of your day.
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP WEEKLY PLANNER
MONDAY
7:00-7:30
7:30-8:00
8:00-8:30
8:30-9:00
9:00-9:30
9:30-10:00
10:00-10:30
10:30-11:00
11:00-11:30
11:30-12:00
12:00-12:30
12:30-1:00
1:00-1:30
1:30-2:00
2:00-2:30
2:30-3:00
3:00-3:30
3:30-4:00
4:00-4:30
4:30-5:00
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TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Instructional Leader Daily Productivity Planner
Today’s Top Priorities

Date:
Reminders

Tomorrow’s Daily Priorities
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